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Autism Increased My Vocabulary by Lisa G Smith
When my youngest son Tate was diagnosed with autism I knew almost nothing about autism. I began to read and research desperately. I often had to stop and find a definition for many of the words I
was introduced to. Some of those words became part of my daily
vocabulary after that. For a while now I've had a list of words on my
computer I planned to define in a blog post for those who are just
entering the world I now live in. As I began to work on the post I had
an idea. I could also illustrate the words. It's been a lot of fun compiling the words, defining them in my own words and then illustrating
them.
Here they are in no particular order. Thanks for reading!
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To see the rest of the Autism vocabulary go to:
http://quirks-and-chaos.blogspot.com/2016/01/autism-increased-myvocabulary.html



Autism vocabulary
visuals are especially
helpful for parents
who are newly facing
an IEP related to
autism.



Social Thinking and
Me is the perfect tool
to introduce and
teach core Social
Thinking Vocabulary
and concepts to older
elementary school
and middle schoolage kids
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Autism Spectrum Disorders

New Middle School Social Thinking Curriculum
Michelle Garcia Winner, Linda K. Murphy
Whether you’re new to Social Thinking or a veteran in using our materials, Social
Thinking and Me is the perfect tool to introduce and teach core Social Thinking Vocabulary and concepts to older elementary school and middle school-age kids (ages
9-14). This two-book set breaks larger and more complicated social concepts down
into smaller chunks to make it easier for adults to teach and easier for kids to learn.
Book 1, Social Thinking and Me Kids’ Guidebook for Social Emotional Learning, contains 11 chapters written in kid-friendly language and infused with lots of illustrations. In each chapter, kids are introduced to new Social Thinking Vocabulary concepts that help them think through the behavioral expectations embedded in social
situations. Alongside the concepts, the book also offers strategies that give kids the
tools needed to use these concepts in dealing with everyday social problems. The
chapters explain the concepts using age-relevant social situations, fun illustrated
pictures, and offer lots of easy-to-understand ideas to encourage personal exploration and classroom discussion that can help students become better social thinkers
and social problem solvers.

ATN/AIR-P Puberty and Adolescence Resource: A Guide for Parents
Puberty can be a time of mixed feelings for parents and pre-teens. It may be a time of pride and celebration, as well as a time of worry and confusion. It is hard for pre-teens to understand the many changes that come along with puberty. Also, parents may feel unsure of how to explain these changes to their
child.
All parents eventually face the challenge of teaching their children about the natural changes of puberty.
However, parents of pre-teens with ASD may need the help of additional strategies to ease the transition. Our aim in developing this tool is to provide guidance on the subject of puberty that can be directly
applied to pre-teens with ASD. In doing so, we hope to increase families' understanding of puberty and
their ability to adapt to these changes with confidence.
Topics include: Body changes, Self-care and
hygiene, Public vs. private rules, Staying safe:
Strangers, secrets and touch, Elopement,
Safety planning for increased aggression, and
Internet safety.
This resource can be downloaded from the
Autism Speaks website—Tool Kits.

AuSM proudly presents
Professor Tony Atwood
AuSM is pleased to present Professor Tony Attwood for a full-day fall workshop event on Oct. 19:
"An Aspie's Guide to Life's Challenges: Unlocking
Tools for Resilience in a Complex World". Join
AuSM for this rare opportunity to learn from
world-renowned speaker and autism expert, Tony
Attwood, who will share his insights and strategies
for navigating emotions, adolescence, relationships, and employment. The fall workshop will
take place at the Schulze Grand Atrium at the University of St. Thomas School of Law Minneapolis
Campus. Register today to be a part of this unique
event for parents, caregivers, educators, psychologists, therapists, direct support professionals, and
individuals with autism.

Upcoming
Events
June 20– 21 ~ Summer Institute
(formerly Symposium) at Hamline
August 1, 2016 ~ Zones of Regulation in
Appleton, WI. Leah Kuypers $50.00
Oct. 18, 2016 ~ Fall
State ASD Community of Practice
Oct. 19, 2016 ~ Tony
Atwood

Where the Wild Things Are
Wednesday, June 1, at 11:15am
Ordway Drake Room
Tickets are only $3.50 for all youth and chaperons’

Presentation House Theatre from Vancouver brings us on an interactive adventure with a
rambunctious boy, Max, who is sent to bed without supper. He finds himself transported
to a faraway island inhabited by mighty Wild Things. This is a journey to remember in an
acclaimed adaptation of Maurice Sendak’s beloved classic. Audiences become part of the
story as they transform Max’s bedroom into a forest, wear masks to become Wild Things
that befriend Max, and help to “let the Wild Rumpus begin.”
Wednesday’s performance is sensory friendly and therefore designed to create a safe,
nonjudgmental, and nurturing environment for individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other individuals with sensory, social and learning disabilities. While this performance has a fluid atmosphere, it is open to the general public and can be a learning opportunity regarding the typical theater experience.

